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ABSTRACT

Histograms have been used widely to apture data distribution, to represent the data by a small number of step
fun tions. Dynami programming algorithms whi h provide
optimal onstru tion of these histograms exist, albeit running in quadrati time and linear spa e. In this paper we
provide linear time onstru tion of 1 +  approximation of
optimal histograms, running in polylogarithmi spa e.
Our results extend to the ontext of data-streams, and in
fa t generalize to give 1 +  approximation of several problems in data-streams whi h require partitioning the index
set into intervals. The only assumptions required are that
the ost of an interval is monotoni under in lusion (larger
interval has larger ost) and that the ost an be omputed
or approximated in small spa e. This exhibits a ni e lass of
problems for whi h we an have near optimal data-stream
algorithms.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Histograms apture distribution statisti s in a spa e efient fashion. They have been designed to work well for
numeri value domains, and have long been used to support
ost-based query optimization [22, 11, 12, 25, 27, 26, 23,
14, 13, 15, 20, 17℄, approximate query answering [7, 2, 1, 29,
28, 24℄, data mining [16℄ and map simpli ation [3℄.
Query optimization is a problem of entral interest to
database systems. A database query is translated by a
parser into a tree of physi al database operators (denoting the dependen ies between operators) that have to be
exe uted and form the query answer. Ea h operator when
exe uted in urs a ost (in terms of disk a esses) and the
task of the query optimizer is to form the minimum ost
exe ution plan. Histograms are used to estimate the ost
of physi al database operators in a query plan. Many op AT&T Resear h. Email: sudiptoresear h.att. om
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erators of interest exist, the most ommon being sele t and
join operators. A sele t operator ommonly orresponds to
an equality or a range predi ate that has to be exe uted on
the database and various works deal with the onstru tion
of good histograms for su h operations [22, 11, 23, 15, 13,
20, 17℄. The result of su h estimation through the use of a
histogram represents the approximate number of database
tuples satisfying the predi ate ( ommonly referred to as a
sele tivity estimate) and an determine whether a database
index should be used (or onstru ted) to exe ute this operator. Join operators are of profound importan e in databases
and are ostly (in the worst ase quadrati ) operations. Several proposals exist for the onstru tion of good histograms
to estimate the ost of join operations [12, 26, 14℄. The
estimates derived from su h an estimation are used to determine the order with whi h multiple join operators should
be applied in the database tables involved.
Histograms have also been used in approximate query answering systems, where the main obje tive is to provide a
qui k but approximate answer to a user query, providing error guarantees. The main prin iple behind the design of su h
systems is that for very large data sets on whi h exe ution
of omplex queries is time onsuming, is mu h better to provide a fast approximate answer. This is very useful for qui k
and approximate analysis of large data sets [2℄. Resear h has
been ondu ted on the onstru tion of histograms for this
task [7, 1℄ as well as eÆ ient approximations of data ubes
[8℄ via histograms [28, 29, 24℄.
An additional appli ation of histograms is data mining
of large time series datasets. Histograms are an alternate
way to ompress time series information. Through the appli ation of the minimum des ription length prin iple it is
possible to qui kly identify potentially interesting deviations
in the underlying data distribution [16℄. All the above appli ations share a ommon property, that the histograms
are onstru ted on a dataset that is fully known in advan e.
Thus algorithms an onstru t good histograms by performing multiple passes on the data set.
The histogram approa h is also useful in urve simpli ation, and spe ially in transmission of subsequent re nements
of a distribution [3℄. Fixing the initial transmission size, redu es the problem to approximating the distribution by a
histogram. Subsequent transmissions arry more information. This has a similar avor to approximating the data
by wavelets, used in [28℄ amongst others. Haar wavelets are
in fa t very simple histograms, and this approa h allows us
to minimize some obje tive t riterion, than storing the k
highest oeÆ ients of a wavelet de omposition.

A data stream is an ordered sequen e of points that an
be read only on e or a small number of times. Formally, a
data stream is a sequen e of points x1 ; : : : ; x ; : : : ; x read
in in reasing order of the indi es i. The performan e of an
algorithm that operates on data streams is measured by the
number of passes the algorithm must make over the stream,
when onstrained in terms of available memory, in addition
to the more onventional measures. Su h algorithms are of
great importan e in many networking appli ations. Many
data sour es belonging to mission riti al network omponents produ e vast amounts of data on a stream, whi h require online analysis and querying. Su h omponents inlude router link interfa es, router fault monitors and network aggregation points. Appli ations su h as dynami trafon guration, fault identi ation and troubleshooting,
query the data sour es for properties of interest. For example, a monitor on a router link interfa e ommonly requests
for the total number of bytes through the interfa e within
arbitrary windows of interest.
One of the rst results in data streams was the result of
Munro and Paterson [21℄, where they studied the spa e requirement of sele tion and sorting as a fun tion of the number of passes over the data. The model was formalized by
Henzinger, Raghavan, and Rajagopalan [9℄, who gave several
algorithms and omplexity results related to graph-theoreti
problems and their appli ations. Other re ent results on
data streams an be found in [6, 18, 19, 5, 10℄. The work of
Feigenbaum et al [5, 10℄ onstru ts sket hes of data-streams,
under the assumption that the input is ordered by the adversary. Here we intend to su in tly apture the input data
in histograms, thus the attribute values are assumed to be
indexed in time. This is mostly motivated from on erns of
modeling time series data, its representation, and storage.
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Most of these histogram problems an be solved oine using dynami programming. The best known results require
quadrati time and linear spa e to onstru t the optimal
solution. We are assuming that the size of histogram is
a small onstant. We provide a 1 +  approximation that
runs in linear time. Moreover, our algorithm works in the
data-stream model with spa e polylogarithmi in the number of items. The saving in spa e is a signi ant aspe t
of onstru tion of histograms, sin e typi ally the number of
items is large, and hen e the requirement of approximate
des ription. We then generalize the least square histogram
onstru tion to a broader lass of partitioning in intervals.
The only restri tion we have is that the ost of approximating intervals is monotoni under in lusion, and an be
omputed from a small amount of information. This allows
us to apply the result immediately to get approximations for
splines, blo k ompression amongst others. It is interesting
that su h a ni ely des ribed lass an be approximated under data-streams algorithms.
.

In the next se tion we disuss the better known histogram optimality riteria, and
in Se tion 3 we show how to redu e the onstru tion time
from quadrati to linear for the least squares error t (Vhistogram). We then generalize the result to a fairly generi
error ondition in Se tion 4.

Organization of the Paper: .

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this paper we will be onsidering serial histograms. Let
us assume that the data is a sequen e of non-negative integers v1 ; : : : ; v . We are to partition
P the index set 1::n into k
intervals or bu kets minimizing Var where Var is the
varian e of the values in the p'th bu ket. In a sense we are
approximating a urve by a k-step fun tion and the error is
the least square t. This is known as V-optimal histogram
or V-histogram. We will on entrate on this problem for the
most part. In the ontext of databases this arises due to the
sum of the squares of errors in answering point queries on
the database, the histogram provides an estimate for v . A
similar question an be posed inPterms of answering aggregate queries, trying to estimate v .
Several other relevant measures of histogram exist, see
[26℄. Instead of minimizing the least square t, it an be
the area of the symmetri di eren e (sum of di eren es as
opposed to their squares), related to the number of distin t
values in a bu ket ( ompressed histograms, biased or unbiased). The dual problem of minimizing the number of
bu kets, while onstraining the error has been onsidered in
[15, 23℄.
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In [15℄ a straightforward dynami programming algorithm was given to onstru t2 the optimal Vhistogram. The algorithm runs in time O(n k) and required
O(n) spa e. The entral part of the dynami programming
approa h is the following equation:
Opt[k; n℄ = min fOpt[k 1; x℄ + Var[(x + 1)::n℄g (1)
In the above equation, Opt[p; q℄ represents the minimum
ost of representing the set of values indexed by 1::q by a
histogram with p levels. Var[a::b℄ indi ates the varian e of
the set of values indexed by a::b.
The index x in the above equation an have at most n
values, thus ea h entry an be omputed in O(n) time. With
O(nk) entries, the total time taken is O(n2 k). The spa e
required is O(n); sin e at any step we would only require
information about omputing the varian e and Opt[p; x℄ and
Opt[p + 1; x℄ for all x between 1 and n. The varian e an
be omputed by
P keeping twoP O(n) size arrays storing the
pre xed sums =1 v and =1 v2 .
Previous Results.
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3. FASTER CONSTRUCTION OF NEAR OPTIMAL V-HISTOGRAMS

In this se tion we will demonstrate a 1+ approximation of
the optimal V-histogram, whi h will require linear time and
only polylogarithmi spa e. Of ourse throughout the paper
we will assume that k, the number of levels in the histogram,
is small sin e that is the entral point of representation by
histograms. In the rst step we will explain why we expe t
the improvement, and then pro eed to put together all the
details. We will also explain why the result immediately
arries over to a data-stream model of omputation.
Intuition of Improvement

Let us re onsider equation 1. The rst observation we an
make is:
For a  x  b ; Var[a::n℄  Var[x::n℄  Var[b::n℄
And sin e any solution for the index set 1::b also gives a
feasible (may not be optimal) solution for the index set 1::x

for any x  b, the se ond observation is
For a  x  b ; Opt[p; a℄  Opt[p; x℄  Opt[p; b℄
This is a very ni e situation, we are sear hing for the
minimum of the sum of two fun tions, one of whi h is nonin reasing (Var) and the other non-de reasing (Opt[p; x℄ as
x in reases). A natural idea would be to use the monotoni ity to redu e the sear hing to logarithmi terms. However
this is not true, it is easy to see that to nd the true minimum we have to spend (n) time.
To see this,P onsider a set of non-negative values v1 ; : : : ; v .
Let f (i) = =1 v . Consider the two fun tions f (i) and
g (i), where g (i) is de ned to be f (n) f (i 1). The fun tion
f (i) and g (i) are monotoni ally in reasing and de reasing
respe tively. But to nd the minimum of the sum of these
two fun tions, amounts to minimizing f (n) + v , or in other
words minimizing v .
However the redeeming aspe t of the above example is
the f (n) part, pi king any i gives us a 2 approximation. In
essen e this is what we intend to use, that the sear hing an
be redu ed if we are willing to settle for approximation. Of
ourse we will not be interested in a 2 approximation but
a fa tor of 1 + ; the entral idea would be the redu tion
in sear h. We will later see that this would generalize to
optimizations over ontiguous intervals of the indi es.
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ompute Sol[p + 1; n + 1℄, we will nd the j su h

Sol[p; b ℄ + Var[(b + 1)::(n + 1)℄
is minimized. This minimum sum will be the value of Sol[p+
1; n + 1℄.
The algorithm is quite simple. We will now show how
the optimum solution behaves. But rst observe that we
are not referring to a value whi h we have not stored, hen e
the algorithm applies to the data-stream model modulo the
storage required. The following theorem will prove the approximation guarantee.
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The above algorithm gives a
proximation to Opt p
;n
.
Theorem

[ + 1 + 1℄

(1 + Æ)
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Putting Details Together

We now provide the full details of the 1 +  approximation.
We will introdu e some small amount of notation. Our algorithm will onstru t a solution with p levels for every p
and x with 1  x  n and 1  p  k. Let Sol[p; x℄ denote
the ost of our solution with a p level V-histogram over the
values indexed by 1::x.
The algorithm will inspe t the values indexed in in reasing
order. Let the urrent index being onsidered is n. Let v
be the value of the i'th item (indexed by i). The parameter
Æ will be xed later. The algorithm will maintain intervals,
for every 1  p  k, (a1 ; b1 ); : : : ; (a ; b ), su h that
1. The intervals are disjoint and over 1::n. Therefore
a1 = 1, and b = n. Moreover, b + 1 = a +1 for j < l.
It is possible that a = b .
2. We maintain Sol[p; b ℄  (1 + Æ)Sol[p; a ℄.
3. Thus we will store Sol[p; a P
℄ and Sol[p; bP℄ for all j
and p. We will also store =1 v and =1 v2 for
ea h r 2 [ ffa g [ fb gg.
4. Clearly the number of intervals l would depend on p.
We will use l instead of l(p), to simplify the notation.
The appropriate p will be lear from the ontext. It
is important to observe that the value of l is not xed
and is as large as required by the above onditions.
The algorithm on seeing the n +1'st value v +1 , will ompute Sol[p; n + 1℄ for all p between 1 and k, and update
the intervals (a1 ; b1 ); : : : ; (a ; b ). We dis uss the later rst.
In fa t the algorithm has to update only the last interval
(a ; b ), either setting b = n + 1, or reating a new interval
l + 1, with a +1 = b +1 = n + 1, depending on Sol[p; n + 1℄.
This brings us to the omputation of Sol[p; n + 1℄.
For p = 1, the value of Sol[p; n +1℄ is simply Var
P[1::n +1℄
whi h an be omputed from the pre xed sums v and
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Proof. The proof will be by double indu tion. We will
solve by indu tion on n xing p rst. Subsequently assuming
the theorem to be true for all p  k 1, we will show it to
hold for all n with p = k.
For p = 1, we are omputing the varian e, and we will
have the exa t answer. Thus the theorem is true for all n,
for p = 1.
We assume that the theorem is true for all n for p = k 1.
We will show the theorem to be true for all n for p = k.
Consider equation 1 (altering it to in orporate n + 1 instead of n) and let x be the value whi h minimizes it. In fa t
(x +1)::(n +1) is the last interval in the optimum's solution
to O1pt[k; 1n + 1℄. Consider Opt[k 1; x℄, and the interval
(a ; b ) in whi h x lies. From the monotoni ity of Opt
it follows that:
k
j

k
j

Opt[k 1; a 1 ℄  Opt[k 1; x℄  Opt[k 1; b 1 ℄
And by indu tion hypothesis, we have:
Sol[k 1; b 1 ℄  (1 + Æ)Sol[k 1; a 1 ℄ 
h
i
(1 + Æ) (1 + Æ) 2 Opt[k 1; a 1 ℄
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Now we also have, Var[(b 1 + 1)::(n + 1)℄  Var[(x +
1)::(n + 1)℄. Therefore putting it all together,
k
j

Opt[k; n + 1℄ = Opt[k 1; x℄ + Var[(x + 1)::(n + 1)℄
 (1 + Æ) Sol[k 1; b 1 ℄ + Var[(b 1 + 1)::(n + 1)℄
Our solution will be at most Sol[k 1; b 1 ℄+Var[(b 1 +
1)::(n + 1)℄. This proves the theorem.
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We will set Æ su h that (1 + Æ)  1 + . Thus setting
log(1 + Æ) = =k is suÆ ient. The spa e required will be
O(k log Opt[k; n + 1℄= log(1 + Æ )). Observe that if the optimum is 0, it will orrespond to k di erent sets of ontiguous integers, whi h will orrespond to the intervals (a1 ; b1 ).
Thus we will require log Opt[p; n +1℄= log(1+ Æ)+1 intervals
for this p. Thus the total spa e requirement is (k2 =) times2
O(log Opt[k; n +1℄). Now the optimum an be at most nR
where R is the maximum value, and log R will be the spa e
required to store this number itself. Thus log Opt[k; n + 1℄
will orrespond to storing log n + 2 numbers, the algorithm
takes an in remental O((k2 =) log n) time per new value. We
an laim the following theorem:
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3.2.

(1 + )

We an provide a
 approximation
2
for the optimum V-histogram with k levels, in O k =
n
2
spa e and time O nk =
n , in the data-stream model.
Theorem
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LINEAR PARTITIONING PROBLEMS

Consider a lass of problems whi h an expressed as follows, that given a set of values v1 ; : : : ; v , it requires to
partition the set into k ontiguous intervals. The obje tive
is to minimize a fun tion (for example, the sum, max, any
` norm amongst others) of a measure on the interval. In
the ase of V-histograms, the fun tion is the sum and the
measure on ea h interval is the varian e of the values.
If the measure an be approximated upto a fa tor  for
the interval, dynami programming will give a  approximation for the problem. Moreover if this omputation an
be performed P
in onstantPtime (for example the varian e,
from knowing v and v2 ) the dynami programming
will require only quadrati time. In ase of histograms, the
varian e, was omputed exa tly and we had an optimal algorithm. We will laim a meta-theorem below, whi h generalizes the previous se tion, and see what results follow from
it.
Theorem 4.1. The algorithm in the last se tion gener~ (nk2 =) for
alizes to give us a (1 + ) algorithm in time O
n
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data-streams.

We will use the theorem repeatedly in several situations,
rst we will onsider a ase where we annot ompute the
error in a bu ket exa tly (in ase of streams).
Approximating the error within a bucket

Consider the obje tive fun tion where instead
P of minimizing
the varian e over an interval, we minimize jv zj where
z is the value stored in the histogram for this interval. In
this ase the value of z is the median of the (magnitude of)
values. This orresponds to minimizing the area of the symmetri di eren e of the data and the approximation. This
is an `1 norm instead of varian e whi h is the square of `2 .
Using the results of [18℄, we an nd an element of rank
n=2  n (assuming this interval has n elements) in spa e
O(log n=). Thus with the in rease in spa e, we have an
(1 + ) approximation. (A tually we need to hoose spa e
a ording to =3, for the fa tor to work out.)
Theorem 4.2. In ase of `1 error, we an approximate
2 2
the histogram upto a fa tor of 1+  in spa e O ((k=) log n),
2
2
and time O (n(k=) log n) for data-streams.
i

Approximating by piecewise splines

i

Another example of Theorem 4.1 will be to approximate by
pie ewise splines of small xed degree instead of pie ewise
onstant segments. The obje tive would be to minimize sum
of squares t for the points. We an easily onvin e ourselves that given a set of n values indexed by some integer
range a::b, we an onstru t the oeÆ ients of the best t
urve in time independent of n by maintaining pre x sums
appropriately.
Consider the ase of pie ewise linear fun tions. Given a
set of values v over a range i 2 a::b, if the fun tion is s  i + t,
it isP
not diÆ ult to seePthat setting
P t to the mean and storing iv along with v and v2 we an minimize the
expression by varying s. This generalizes to degree d splines;
we laim the following without the al ulations details,
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By storing
id vi ; : : : ; i vi and
v2
i
i i
the above algorithm allows to ompute a
 approxima2
tion in time O dnk =
n and spa e O dk2 =
n
for data streams.
Theorem

4.3.
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Relaxing uniformity within buckets

Suppose we want to divide into partitions su h that ea h
part has approximately the same number of distin t values,
and we want to minimize the maximum number of di erent
values in a partition. This appears in ases where we are relu tant to make the uniformity assumption that any value in
a bu ket is equally likely. In su h ases ea h bu ket is tagged
with a list of the values present, this helps in ompression
of the stream; this is typi ally the ompressed histogram
approa h [26℄.
Theorem 4.4. We an approximate the above upto (1+ )
fra tion if the (integer) values o ur in a bounded range (say
::R), in spa e O Rk2 =
n , for a data-stream.

1

((
) log )
However in these approa hes often biased histograms are
preferred in whi h the highest o urring frequen ies are stored
(under belief of zip an modeling, that they onstitute most
of the data) and the rest of the values are assumed uniform.
Even this histogram an be onstru ted upto 1 +  fa tor,
under the assumption of a bounded range of values. Under the unbounded assumption, estimating the number of
distin t values itself is quite hard [4℄.
Finding block boundaries in compression

In text ompression (or ompressing any dis rete distribution) in whi h few distin t values appear in lose vi inity, it
is on eivable that partitioning the data in blo ks, and ompressing ea h partition is bene ial. The Theorem 4.1 allows
us to identify the boundaries (upto 1+ ) loss in the optimal
spa e requirement. This is be ause the spa e required by
an interval obeys the measure property we require, namely
that the ost of an interval is monotoni under in lusion.
Aggregate queries and histograms

The aggregate fun tion an be treated as a urve, and we an
have a 1 +  approximation by a V-histogram with k levels.
However there is a problem with this approa h. If we onsider the distribution implied by the data, it approximates
the original data to k values nonzero values; sin e the aggregate will have only k steps. It appears more reasonable to
approximate the aggregate by pie ewise linear fun tions. In
fa t for this reason, most approa hes prefer to approximate
the data by a histogram, and use it for aggregate purposes.
However it is not diÆ ult to see that a V-histogram need not
minimize the error. The V-histogram sums up the square
errors of the point queries, our obje tive fun tion would be
to sum up square errors of aggregate queries. Thus if we
approximate v ; : : : ; v by z (in the data) and a shift t, the
sum of square error for aggregate queries is
X ( X v i  z t)2
q

r

q
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r q
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Of ourse this assumes that any point is equally likely for
the aggregate, and that we are answering aggregate from
the rst index. This is the same as in Se
tion
P 3 ex ept the
in oming values an be thought of as v0 = v .
Thus we an have a 1+  approximation for this obje tive.
In fa t we an optimize a linear ombination of the errors
i

i

of point queries and the aggregate queries, where the z is
provided as an answer to a point query and zi + t as an
answer to the aggregate. This may be useful in ases where
the mix of the types of queries are known. These queries
have been referred to as pre x queries in [17℄ in ontext of
hierar hi al range queries and were shown to omputable in
O(n2 k) time.
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